Ford 4.0L OHV V6 Steel Carrier Intake Manifold Gaskets

ISSUE:
Technology being what it is, not all gasket sets are created equally. This certainly applies to the Ford 4.0L manifold installation set. OE style gaskets are known to fail around coolant ports because of the lack of a carrier to support the sealing beads. Our manifold gasket is a steel carrier with green fluoroelastomer (FKM) rubber sealing beads. What we also know at MAHLE Aftermarket is how valuable shop floor space is. A manifold set that contains every part need for the job gets you in and out quickly.

RESOLUTION:
OE gaskets today are often designed to facilitate robotic installation, as is the case with the 4.0L valley pan design. Since this is not a problem we face in the Aftermarket, we can offer both a better designed replacement manifold gasket for the 4.0L and a set with all the extra parts needed to do the job. No more holding up the job waiting for throttle body, EGR, fuel injector, water outlet or air bypass valve gaskets with our manifold installation (MIS) set.

APPLICATION:
MAHLE Original part number MIS19316 is the manifold installation set for the – Ford Truck 4.0L (244) OHV engine (VIN X) 1990-2000. Order MS15985 for the lower manifold gaskets only.